The Celebration of Student Writing is a university-wide showcase of student writing projects. It encourages students to re-present and display their research and writing in formats other than word-processed letters and lines on the printed page. Creativity is encouraged! The Celebration is held in conjunction with Intersections: SOURCE Undergraduate Symposium & Poster Session; it is co-sponsored by the Center for the Study of Writing and SAGES.

Undergraduate Participation in the Celebration Helps To:
- Publicize the exciting things happening in your course
- Share student writing beyond the boundaries of the classroom
- Foster interdisciplinary writing and research
- Promote multimedia communication strategies

All teachers of writing-intensive courses (along with their students), any CWRU student organization or group with an emphasis on writing, and SAGES seminars are invited and encouraged to participate in this intellectually rich and interdisciplinary event. The Celebration of Student Writing provides space for either course/group presentations (table/easel displays) or individual paper readings/presentations (presentations limited to 20 minutes per student; undergraduates only).

To Participate:
- Schedule the Celebration into your current course schedule
- Register online by November 4, 2015 (http://www.case.edu/writing/celebration.html)
- Start planning – for ideas, suggestions, and/or support contact writingcenter@case.edu

Additional resources and suggestions are available on the website, including programs from prior years’ Celebrations. Please direct questions and comments about the Celebration to writingcenter@case.edu.